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Intro

All tests were run on the same laptop (OSX 10.11.6) in the span of two days by me. The dashboard was the only active tab on each browser,
add-ons were disabled (Firefox had a task manager add-on for data collection), and each test was done from beginning to end without
interruption.

IE tests were run on a VMware windows 7 image. 

CPU Average: After 2 minutes, 10 consecutive CPU stats were summed and averaged.
CPU Refresh Peak: After 2 minutes, 10 consecutive CPU stats when the charts updated were summed and averaged.
Memory Usage: After 2 minutes, the memory usage of the tab was recorded

The collected stats compare the demo version's performance across versions and browsers , but these DO NOT REFLECT GUI/USER
. GUI responsiveness would be measured by SMEs completing tasks (e.g. arrange 10, 15, 20 graphs in a specific order) andRESPONSIVENESS

answering questions afterwards with values linked to a grading scale. Because this was not my main goal, I barely took any general notes about
my experience using the dashboards, but my  bullets are included.personal and subjective

The complete and detailed stats can be found on this excel file, this page will only have basic and pretty line graphs~ : Dashboard Performance
Testing.xlsx

CPU Refresh Peak values are integers for Firefox and IE that were rounded by accident... I tried using an excel formula, rounded the values, and
didn't notice until after I had saved/closed the excel file. Whoops...

https://10.145.193.204/tmui/dashboard/realtime/dash/demo0/app/ => Initial one. 
https://10.145.193.204/tmui/dashboard/realtime/dash/demo1/app/ => Without deep watch on data. 
https://10.145.193.204/tmui/dashboard/realtime/dash/demo2/app/ => without deep watch. Using Angular Service and Event
broadcasting. 

Chrome

https://docs.f5net.com/download/attachments/317004112/Dashboard%20Performance%20Testing.xlsx?version=2&modificationDate=1478126010000&api=v2
https://docs.f5net.com/download/attachments/317004112/Dashboard%20Performance%20Testing.xlsx?version=2&modificationDate=1478126010000&api=v2
https://10.145.193.204/tmui/dashboard/realtime/dash/demo0/app/
https://10.145.193.204/tmui/dashboard/realtime/dash/demo1/app/
https://10.145.193.204/tmui/dashboard/realtime/dash/demo2/app/


Most fluid and responsive browser of all, can perfectly display 31 widgets across all versions. 
Best version when testing chrome was demo 1, "felt" most responsive.
< 20 very fluid, stutter may happen, but rarely does.
In general, it was hard for me to record widget #s where responsiveness really suffered, it just handled so well. If I had to state a number I
would say > 25.

Firefox



> About 15 +- 1 widgets occasional lag/stutter when moving widgets around for all versions.
> 20 lag/stutter that starts to get annoying on demo 0 (grab widget and dragged, takes about 1-2 seconds for me to "see" this action on
screen).
Demo 1 also "felt" the most responsive and fluid to me.
> 24/25 lag apparent on all versions.

IE



Worst performer of them all...testing and using was painful. Just no... 
Demo 0 would freeze the browser and I was not able to add more than 28 widgets.
Demo 0: < 12 its ok, occasional stutter but works and at 17+ I only continued on for testing, lots of lag.
Demo 1: < 18 occasional stutter but ok and > 20 gets progressively worse. Surprisingly useful up to 31 if you're patient (2-3 second
delays). For the third time, i think this version was the best.
Demo 2: < 15 you're ok overall, but also deteriorates quickly after 25. In between 15-25 its hard to explain, sometimes there was terrible
lag and sometimes it was smooth as butter.
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